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Conveyor belt 'skin' sculpture opens near Wakeﬁeld
Holly Hendry’s show explores themes of decay, the body and reusing materials
Maya Wolfe Robinson
Thu 19 Sep 2019 15.10 BST

A mobile sculpture made from synthetic skin-like material has been installed at the Yorkshire
Sculpture Park near Wakeﬁeld. Opening this Saturday, Holly Hendry’s exhibition, The Dump Is
Full of Images, is a partnership between art and science exploring themes of decay, the body
and reusing materials.
Named after an epilogue in American writer Miles Orvell’s The Real Thing, which explores the
relationship between technology and culture, the exhibition’s main work uses material made
from thermoplastics.
Hendry collaborated with Prof Parikshit Goswami, based at Huddersﬁeld University, whom
Hendry describes as a “scientiﬁc magician”. Goswami, whose research focuses on developing
material for use as replacement skin, had a series of conversations with the sculptor about the
potential of materials and how to reuse them in diﬀerent ways. Slacker, the main sculpture,
depicts a body lying down. It consists of the skin-like material printed with anatomical imagery
being fed through a series of supermarket-style conveyor belts in a “regurgitatory motion” to
create a “rotational autopsy of innards”.
Hendry poured silicone on to conveyor fabric and mixed it with rubbish lying around her
studio, such as bottle tops or plastic pens, and then remixed it with leftovers or residue from
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mixing material in the bottom of buckets.
The smaller works in the exhibition also use recycled materials, such as plasterboard and
locally-sourced sheep’s wool, otherwise destined for incineration. Hendry says that one of the
joys of working with Goswami was that they would “approach similar ideas in totally opposite
ways”. Goswami intends to turn the wool into textiles, Hendry is turning it in art.
The crossover of the diﬀerent worlds of art and science were a joy but also a challenge, says
Hendry. “His way of working is totally practical, it’s funny how what I make is almost the
opposite of that; it’s totally impractical but deals with the same issues. We were able to have
these amazing conversations about the ideas of touch and material sustainability and skins and
reusing materials. He’s used to practical outcomes that have meaning, whereas I can go oﬀ on a
tangent and interpret ideas in strange ways.”
Although the work investigates the ideas of excess, the build-up of material in the world, how
we choose what we keep and what we see as rubbish, Hendry says she doesn’t want the
exhibition in the park’s Weston visitor centre to be “preaching environment sustainability”.
She says: “I don’t think there’s the intention of a speciﬁc political message in the sculptures. I
feel that would be contradictory anyway, as I’m using material to make the work.”
In contrast, The Garden of Good and Evil, by Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar, which also opens on
Saturday, overtly aims to provoke discussion of humanitarian trauma and politics of imagemaking. The work, a new permanent collection at the YSP, features ten steel cells, which
reference CIA “black sites” or secret detention facilities around the world. The cells, originally
exhibited in 2017 in a diﬀerent formation, are now dispersed around the 500-acre park,
installed within the woodland and partially submerged in one of the lakes, as if reclaimed by
the land.

The Garden of Good and Evil (2019), at the Yorkshire Sculpture
Park, by Chilean artist Alfredo Jaar, on the southern shore of Lower
Lake. Photograph: Christopher Thomond/The Guardian

Each cell, deliberated aged and rusted by the weather, has a one-metre-square base inspired by
the poem, One Square Metre of Prison (1986) by Palestinian poet and activist Mahmoud
Darwish, who spent much of his adult life in solitary conﬁnement and in exile. The work is
donated by the organisation, a/political, which supports artists working within a socio-political
framework.
Unveiled on the UN International Day of Peace, the works are accompanied by a book, featuring
essays by visual theorist Prof Griselda Pollock and curator Prof Jon Bird.
This article was amended on 25 September 2019 to clarify the role of Prof Parikshit Goswami
in Holly Hendry’s work.
•
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Holly Hendry – interview: ‘I dabble between formalism
and representation’
Just three years after leaving art school, Hendry has already had several high-profile shows.
She talks about her love of problem-solving and manipulating materials and discusses her
new exhibition at Yorkshire Sculpture Park
by DAVID TRIGG
Since graduating from the Royal College of Art in 2016, Holly Hendry (b1990, London) has enjoyed a
string of high-profile exhibitions, including a major solo show at the Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art,
Gateshead, and a new commission for Liverpool Biennial 2018. Also in 2018, she became the first artist to
create new work for Selfridges’ Art Block, a permanent venue for sculpture within the retailer’s flagship
London store. Her large, site-responsive sculptures and installations are concerned with that which lies
beneath the surface – from hidden underground spaces below our feet to the interior workings of our
bodies.
Casting is central to her process, which she uses to combine a dizzying array of materials, including steel,
Jesmonite, silicone, ash, charcoal, lipstick, soap, foam, marble, aluminium and grit. Her new exhibition at
Yorkshire Sculpture Park, The Dump Is Full of Images, explores themes of decay and the body and the
use and reuse of materials. Central to the exhibition, and filling the park’s new Weston Gallery, is Slacker,
Hendry’s first kinetic sculpture. A synthetic skin-like band incorporating cartoon-like images of body
parts, bones and organs is pulled around a large steel structure on rollers. Taking the form of a reclining
figure, Slacker is embedded with rubbish from the artist’s studio, inviting audiences to consider the value
that gets placed on the objects that fill our lives.
[image7]
David Trigg: What was the starting point for Slacker?
Holly Hendry: I’d been reading Miles Orvell’s book The Real Thing, which is about replication and
authenticity. In the epilogue, he talks about junk as a perceived system of disorder and the idea of massproduced objects becoming something individual again as they’re used, reused and then thrown away. At
the same time, I was thinking about ideas of deadness, flatness and fullness, and also the slapstick idea of
bodily collisions with machines, or the fear of that.
DT: Slacker references a reclining figure, but has the appearance of a printing press or
some other kind of industrial machine. How did you arrive at its form?

/

HH: It came from being at Yorkshire Sculpture Park and looking out at the landscape while the new
Weston Gallery was half-built. I was thinking about the lines of the building and its positioning in the
landscape. I was also thinking about the Henry Moore sculptures there, the recumbent figure and the act
of lying down, whether through sleeping, exhaustion or death. For me, this all links to activity and
passivity: the movement that happens during stillness, such as digestion when you’re lying down; changes
in weather, light or season in the landscape; decomposition when something dies. I am trying to get my
sculptures to deal with this. I’d previously touched on ideas relating to movement in some small, wallbased works that incorporated mechanical-looking elements; I wanted them to be like defunct machines
that also had a human quality. I’d also made sculptures that had tiny rotating bits and so it felt like the
right time to explore that further. The idea of making a kinetic work makes me cringe a bit – I describe
Slacker as a moving sculpture.
[image8]
DT: The work includes rubbish from your studio, which you have embedded into a silicone
band that moves like a conveyor belt around the sculpture. What was the thinking behind
this?
HH: The band is inlaid with different coloured shapes. Each colour is mixed together with the detritus
collected from my studio. This was mainly plasticky things – used-up pens, bottle tops, plastic wrapping,
containers and other things. All this stuff was shredded and made into an aggregate by blending it with
the materials. The imagery in the band depicts bodily organs, food and stuff that fills our lives. I was
thinking about what I consume, both day to day as well as in sculpture-making. My work has a lot to do
with the idea of edges, shifts in edges and our perception of edges, where one thing ends and something
else begins. Turning objects into materials felt similar to digestion, in that to consume erases the
distinction between body and thing. It’s an absorption of objects that become a part of the body.
DT: You also spoke with researchers at the University of Huddersfield during the
production of your new works. What did you learn there?
HH: I met with Professor Parik Goswami, director of the university’s Technical Textiles Research Centre.
He’s a materials magician who works on projects that are all to do with textiles and science. They do
extremely important and fascinating work from a small corner of the university. We had conversations
about touch, reuse and things we were both really interested in. One of his projects is making these
synthetic skins from synthetic materials; he showed me how they produce the fake skin and it’s the same
practical material approach as I take in my studio, which involves problem-solving and material
manipulation. The difference is that everything Parik and his team do applies to real life and is really
practical – I feel the opposite is true for my work. I make a lot of functionally useless stuff.
[image10]
DT: Did the relationship inform your thinking on this project?
HH: Totally. The relationship was primarily conversational, but the ideas we discussed, such as touch,
surface and material reuse, really informed my new works. One of the wall-based sculptures,
Borbogysmus, contains Ryeland wool. Parik had a massive mountain of it that he’s going to make into
/

fibres for an ingenious textile project. He’s really interested in it as a raw material and so am I. Though
we’re using it in very different ways, both approaches are a form of problem-solving.
DT: You work with a diverse array of materials. What informs your choice of materials and
the way you put them together?
HH: The materials relate to my thinking and are a way for me to zoom in on certain ideas. Some are
chosen simply for the pure joy of the material. It can be quite indulgent, like my use of Jesmonite, which
I’ve used so much now it feels like an extension of my fingers. The variety relates to the oversaturation of
images, tastes, smells, textures and sounds we experience. Combinations of specific materials can also
take you to different places through synaesthetic relationships. Sometimes I take risks with materials, like
with the band in Slacker, which I made from silicone, polyurethanes, thermoplastics and detritus. The
materials are quite cartoon-like, especially thermoplastics – they can be melted and then bounce back in
different ways. I like the idea of infinite malleability and I try to challenge my materials, pushing them to
the extreme of what I think might be possible. That’s where the fascination lies, in the not knowing.
[image9]
DT: The idea of revealing what lies beneath the ground or inside the body has informed
many of your works. Where does this interest come from?
HH: It comes from a desire to work things out, or get to the bottom of something, under the skin of
things, literally. Things under the surface usually involve digging or extraction or a removal of materials,
and for me that’s fascinating in relation to the creation of sculptures – removal as making. Also, living in
London, I spend a lot of time underground, on the tube or in dugout basements. There’s something about
that which feels alien or unknown. So, there’s this strange tension between normal, everyday experiences
and otherworldly ones.
[image2]
DT: Your sculpture commission for Selfridges, Phyllis, directly references excavation and
even includes rubble spoil from London’s Crossrail development.
HH: Phyllis was the name of a digging machine, one of two that dug the London Crossrail. She dug from
Royal Oak to Farringdon via Bond Street, right under the site where I was making the work at Selfridges. I
wanted to make a monument to Phyllis after I found out that the machine was never excavated – after the
dig she was abandoned underground because she was too big and heavy to extract. It felt really sad, as she
had, in effect, dug her own grave. Formally, the sculpture was based on the digging machine, but there
were also Vitruvian ideas of the circle and the notion of Phyllis as a body, a personified machine. The
work contained rubble from the site mixed in with the Jesmonite and revealed as a cross-section.
[image3]
DT: Many of your sculptures have a playful quality, with their pastel colours and cartoonlike objects embedded into them, such as bones, screws and socks. How important is
humour to your work?

/

HH: Really important. It isn’t belly-laugh humour, it’s more a prod or a poke humour. But it’s also very
much tied in with my interest in cartoons. The cartoon world is where humour and violence are related;
bodies are freed from real-life rules, pain is fleeting and death is reversible.
DT: But there’s a tension between the light-hearted elements and issues of death and
decay.
HH: Finding humour in uneasy or sad situations is a really human response, a way of coping. But there’s
definitely a tension there. Ideas of death and decay are still quite taboo, though less so if you sugar-coat
them, like cartoons do. They address these ideas by making it feel more malleable or definitive. It’s like
being aware of it, but chucking it up in the air at the same time.
DT: It is an acknowledgement that life is a mix of light and dark?
HH: Yes, and the elasticity of that. It’s about being aware of our fragility and also the solidity of being
here right now.
[image11]
DT: One of your most ambitious works to date is Cenotaph, commissioned for last year’s
Liverpool Biennial. It draws inspiration from the city’s hidden underground spaces. How
did you start work on this?
HH: I was given a public space, Exchange Flags, which is a really central location in Liverpool that I
wouldn’t have picked myself. I found it intimidating. It’s a vast square behind the town hall with a lot of
shops and restaurants around it, as well as a gigantic bronze monument to Nelson. My reaction to
struggling with the space was to try and look at the bits in between. I learned that there was a car park
underneath, a hollow space beneath the square. I went to see it and that led to discovering the site’s
history as a second world war bunker, a place of underground communication during the Battle of the
Atlantic, protecting Britain’s sea supplies. I’d also been looking at Liverpool’s connection to voids and
tunnelling – the Williamson tunnels, the Mersey tunnel and the cellar dwellings of the 19th century.
[image12]
I also visited shipbuilders in Liverpool and they showed me archive photos, including the pattern rooms
where they used to make engines out of wood to test in the voids of the ships before they made the
expensive metal ones. So, I was thinking about undersides, hollows, voids and also the negative spaces in
between the overground buildings at Exchange Flags. This led me to think about moulds. I produce a lot
of moulds in the process of making my sculptures and Cenotaph became like a mould for casting
sculpture. So it’s a sculpture that isn’t a sculpture, in the same way that a sculptural mould performs. The
sections look a bit like casts of sewerage pipes, too. The word cenotaph means a monument to a body
buried elsewhere. There’s a suggestion that the mould-like sections could come together to be used in
casting another sculpture, so the title is a reference to that potential work that might have been made but
never was.
[image13]

/

DT: Cenotaph brought together many of your interests, but stylistically is quite different
from your previous works; it is stark, the different sections are predominantly white and
appear more like minimalist sculpture.
HH: I dabble between formalism and representation quite a lot. I think sculptures can do both and I’m
not interested in working one way or the other. It became very formal, but I don’t think it’s that different
from my earlier works. Previously, I was making sculptures that looked a bit like columns or jelly moulds
[for example, Take Good Care of My Baby, 2014] and it felt quite similar to those. Colour is important to
my works, but I saw the shapes of Cenotaph as being like bones or relating to the sandstone used for the
buildings, so there was no need for it to be colourful, it wasn’t the place for that, there was too much else
going on. I wanted them to have an element of stone and stillness, like a relic from the past.
DT: Although Cenotaph was created specifically for Liverpool, it is currently on show in
Leeds at the Tetley. How do you feel about it being shown in a different context?
HH: Initially, I was really worried. But then I realised that although the work was influenced by
Liverpool, it could exist more formally without those site-specific references because it also talks about
moulds and sculpture-making more generally. The space at the Tetley is maybe the kind I was looking for
in Liverpool; it’s less exposed and more like a back alley, somewhere people pass through in a more
intimate way. Also, the scale really changes things, the work suddenly felt a lot more architectural. And it
was a happy coincidence that a lot of digging work was going on as the site is being developed into a new
park. This is a chance to get up close to it and maybe think more about the connection between each part
of the work.
Holly Hendry: The Dump Is Full of Images is on view at Yorkshire Sculpture Park until 19 April 2020.
Holly Hendry: Cenotaph is on view at the Tetley, Leeds, until 13 October 2019. Hendry’s work Take
Good Care of My Baby is included in In Ruins at Witley Court, Worcestershire, until 3 November 2019.
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Holly Hendry, Slacker, 2019 (detail). Courtesy the artist and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Photo © Mark Reeves.
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Holly Hendry, Slacker, 2019 (detail). Courtesy the artist and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Photo © Mark Reeves.
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Holly Hendry, Borborgysmus, 2019 and Amulet, 2019. Courtesy the artist and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Photo © Mark Reeves.
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Holly Hendry, Cenotaph, 2018. Installation view at Exchange Flags, Liverpool Biennial 2018. Photo: Pete Carr/Thierry Bal.
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Phyllis by Holly Hendry for Selfridges’ Art Block, London, 2018.
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Yorkshire Sculpture Park presents the rst kinetic sculpture
by artist Holly Hendry featuring a synthetic skin-like band

Holly Hendry, Slacker, 2019. Courtesy the artist and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Photo © Mark Reeves FAD Magazine
Artist Holly Hendry explores themes of decay, the body, and the use and re-use of materials in a new exhibition, The Dump is Full of Images, at
Yorkshire Sculpture Park (YSP) from 21 September 2019.
Through the exhibition, Hendry investigates ideas of excess, the build-up of material in the world, how we choose what to keep and what we classify as
rubbish. The exhibition invites audiences to consider the value placed on the objects with which we ll our lives.
Central to the exhibition is Slacker (2019), a new work that lls YSP’s Weston Gallery and is Hendry’s rst kinetic sculpture. A synthetic skin-like band
(read about how this was produced in our sister publication Art of Conversation issue 3 (http://www.aofc.co) ) is pulled around a steel structure that is
reminiscent of a newspaper printing press or conveyor system. The band is embedded with fragments of discarded objects from the artist’s studio.
Here the attractive colours and cartoon-like images are at odds with a darker interest. Hendry is concerned with what is hidden beneath surfaces from
the ground we walk on to our own skin.
The accompanying wall-mounted sculptures are made using layered sections of plastics, plaster, imitation leather skins, wool bres and mechanical
elements. Intended to appear as though taken from chunks of the building or landscape, they extend the exploration of the relationship between the
natural, or representations of the natural, and the man-made.
In researching for The Dump Is Full of Images, Hendry explored the connections between her work and the development of new materials in science
and medicine, such as synthetic skins, with Parik Goswami, Professor in Technical Textiles at Hudders eld University.
https://fadmagazine.com/2019/09/26/yorkshire-sculpture-park-presents-the-ﬁrst-kinetic-sculpture-by-artist-holly-hendry-featuring-a-synthetic-skin-like-band/
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the Park, underlining YSP’s commitment
to achieving diversity and gender equality. In 2018, Hendry became the rst artist commissioned to create
work for Selfridges’ Art Block, a permanent destination for sculpture within the London store, co-curated by YSP.

Holly Hendry, Slacker, 2019 (detail). Courtesy the artist and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Photo © Mark Reeves
Holly Hendry: The Dump is Full of Images Now –19th April 2020 The Weston Gallery ysp.org.uk/holly-hendry (https://ysp.org.uk/exhibitions/hollyhendry)
About The Artist
Born in 1990, Holly Hendry lives and works in London. Hendry graduated from The Royal College of Art in 2016 with an MA in Sculpture. Her solo
exhibitions/commissions include GUM SOULS, Frutta, Rome, Wrot, Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, Gateshead; Extract VI, GL Strand, Copenhagen;
Cenotaph, Liverpool Biennial 2018 and More and More, More is More, Bosse & Baum, London. Her work has been included in many national and
international projects and last year she was the Rome Fellow in Contemporary Art at the
British School at Rome. She is the recipient of awards including Arts Foundation Award for Experimental Architecture, Kenneth Armitage Young
Sculptor Award and the Woon Tai Jee Art Fellowship. hollyhendry.com (http://hollyhendry.com)
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Designing a Sculptural Synthetic Skin
Holly Hendry’s works o er an innovative view on the
repurposing of materials in art, exploring how things usually
considered to be trash can be recycled.

Anna Souter October 11, 2019

WEST BRETTON, UK — Sunlight filters
into the Yorkshire Sculpture Park’s new
Weston Gallery through slanted skylights,
while large French doors look out to a vista
of grass, rocks, and trees. Occasionally, a
sheep shuffles past. For her solo exhibition
The Dump Is Full of Images, artist Holly
Holly Hendry, “Slacker” (2019),
Hendry has produced a mechanized
installation view, Yorkshire Sculpture
Park (all photos by the author for
sculpture suited to this beautiful space,
Hyperallergic)
filling the room with whispering and
whirring. The motion of the machine
creates a powerful contradictory sense of calm and unease.
To create her first animated sculpture, “Slacker” (2019), Hendry worked with
Parik Goswami, a professor of technical textiles at Huddersfield University
who studies the development of new scientific materials. Hendry subsequently
produced a band of silicone synthetic skin, which is pigmented with powders
made of plastic detritus from the artist’s studio. The material is passed through
a system of metal rollers in constant motion.
While the kinetic structure of steel and Perspex initially resembles an
industrial machine such as a printing press, the band of “skin” features various
motifs referring to the human body and, particularly, to the digestive system. A
sense of tension between the body and the machine emerges, and the
https://hyperallergic.com/521294/holly-hendry-the-dump-is-full-of-images-at-yorkshire-sculpture-park/
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Holly Hendry, “Slacker” (2019),
installation view, Yorkshire Sculpture
Park

Holly Hendry, “Slacker” (2019),
installation view, Yorkshire Sculpture
Park

composition of the apparatus begins to recall a semi-abstracted reclining
human figure, with a motorized mechanism for its head and Perspex feet —
complete with a cartoonish Band-Aid where one of the toes has gone missing.
The allusion to a reclining figure in the context of the Yorkshire landscape
evokes the sculptural legacy of artists such as Henry Moore, who had close
connections to Yorkshire county, and many of whose works are on view
elsewhere in the Yorkshire Sculpture Park’s extensive grounds.

Holly Hendry, Tȟè Dúṃq Iṡ Fúḽḽ õḟ
Iṃaǧèṡ, installation view, Yorkshire
Sculpture Park

Holly Hendry, “Amulet” (2019)

Hendry also offers an innovative view on
the repurposing of materials in art,
exploring how things usually considered to be trash (the “dump” of the
exhibition’s title) can be recycled. Much of her work features layers of
materials, drawing on archaeologists’ practices of uncovering objects or
substances before assigning them meanings or values. Hendry creates strata of
commonplace or discarded items to imbue them with the mystery of
archaeological discovery and to suggest their value as symbols of place or
culture. In the large-scale work “Slacker,” this layering is hinted at through the
imagery embedded into the loop of artificial “skin,” and through small objects,
such as a plaster bone nestling under the mechanism.

https://hyperallergic.com/521294/holly-hendry-the-dump-is-full-of-images-at-yorkshire-sculpture-park/
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The Dump Is Full of Images also features two smaller wall-based sculptures,
“Amulet” (2019) and “Borborgysmus” (2019). These works combine panels of
undulating plaster with substrata of various materials, including steel, wood,
leather, jesmonite, and local sheep’s wool. Although structurally simpler than
“Slacker,” the show’s centerpiece, these two works illuminate Hendry’s
process, and highlight her interest in the tension between surfaces and
interiors, both corporeal and geological.

Holly Hendry, “Borborgysmus” (2019)

Holly Hendry, “Slacker” (2019),
installation view, Yorkshire Sculpture
Park
Hendry’s Yorkshire Sculpture Park solo
show opened only days after the Lyon
Biennale, where she was commissioned to
make a major site-specific installation.
Moreover, the last couple of years have seen
her presenting a number of significant solo
offerings on the international art stage,
despite only graduating from her masters
program at the Royal College of Art in 2016.
She is undoubtedly having a moment, and
her innovative new work for The Dump Is
Full of Images indicates there is little chance
of her work becoming stale.

Holly Hendry, “Slacker” (2019),
installation view, Yorkshire Sculpture
Park

Holly Hendry: The Dump Is Full of Images
continues at Yorkshire Sculpture Park (West
Bretton, Wakefield, UK) through April 19,
2020. The exhibition is curated by the artist and Helen Pheby.
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Holly Hendry: The Dump is Full of Images (http://thisistomorrow.info/articles/holly-hendry-the-dump-is-full-ofimages)

Title : Holly Hendry, Amulet, 2019 and Borborgysmus, 2019.
Website : https://ysp.org.uk/ (https://ysp.org.uk/)
Credit : Courtesy the artist and Yorkshire Sculpture Park. Photo copyright Mark Reeves
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FEATURES THREE PIECES:
‘AMULET’,
‘BORGORGYSMUS’, AND,
CLINKING QUIETLY AND
Holly Hendry’s new exhibition at the Yorkshire Sculpture Park features three pieces:
HUGELY IN THE CENTRE OF
‘Amulet’, ‘Borgorgysmus’, and, clinking quietly and hugely in the centre of the room,
THE ROOM, THE 7.5M-LONG
‘SLACKER’. ‘SLACKER’ IS
the 7.5m-long ‘Slacker’. ‘Slacker’ is Hendry’s first moving sculpture, and as the
HENDRY’S FIRST MOVING
SCULPTURE, AND AS THE
exhibition’s centrepiece it presents a remarkable evolution of her thinking around the
EXHIBITION’S CENTREPIECE
IT PRESENTS A
tensions between inside and outside, value and waste, viscera and machinery. Each of
REMARKABLE EVOLUTION
OF HER THINKING AROUND
THE TENSIONS BETWEEN
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE,
VALUE AND WASTE,
VISCERA AND MACHINERY.
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the three pieces of the exhibition reveal their innards, unearth things bodily and
fabricated, in what comprises a rich exploration of the act of making, and the stuff that
arises in the process.
The three works are not easy to describe. ‘Slacker’, which dominates the sunlit Weston
Gallery, should feel intimidating: it’s a monster machine of revolving cylinders and
silicone, on which a body is splayed, cartoonish guts and innards spliced into its fabric.

EACH OF THE THREE
PIECES OF THE EXHIBITION
REVEAL THEIR INNARDS,
UNEARTH THINGS BODILY
AND FABRICATED, IN WHAT
COMPRISES A RICH
EXPLORATION OF THE ACT
OF MAKING, AND THE
STUFF THAT ARISES IN THE
PROCESS. REVIEW BY
HARRIET SMITH HUGHES )

But instead, its presence is oddly comforting. That speaks to the dualities that Hendry’s
work engages: ‘Slacker’, like her 2017 exhibition ‘Wrot’, is made up mainly of pastel
pinks, greens, and blues, which slip smoothly past the eye, carrying with them hard-toplace associations of splints and medical scrubs. The silicone on which the body is
printed has been made by coating a cotton fibre band - like a supermarket checkout belt
- with liquid silicone, which moves in one great, seamless continuum around the
structure. Here the body ticks along, its innards exposed, as Hendry exposes in massive
scale the systems that, as she says, ‘make our daily life seamless’. Hendry also melted
found objects from her studio into the silicone belt, building that circular impetus into
the body of the work. She refers to these plastics - pens, stuff like that - as being
‘swallowed by the silicone’, making them into a flattened surface, and so ‘forcing them
to move again’.
Just as the found objects from Hendry’s studio are revivified in the silicone corpse of
‘Slacker’, the cylinders which guide the belt’s movement are similarly oddly reanimated. While each appears to move independently, in fact a single rotary engine at
one end of the structure turns the entire belt, so that the silicone body itself spins each
cylinder in the course of its movement. There are manifold cyclical processes at play: in
the organs of the work, which are brought into an interdependent moving whole; in the
materials which make up those organs, which have been re-moved from studio to
gallery, from object waste to valued art; and also in the collaborative efforts of making
‘Slacker’, in which Hendry worked with Prof. Parik Goswami of Huddersfield University to
consider new materials being used in science and medicine, and with 3D design studio
JAILmate, to build the rotary engine that sets the thing in motion.
Suspended on the side wall - as though facing outward to Slacker, the windows of the
Weston Gallery, and the great park beyond - are ‘Amulet’ and ‘Borborgysmus’. ‘Amulet’,
a layering of mounded plaster, slabbed steel, leather, jesmonite, foam, and
plasterboard, could recall anything from a cross-section of skin, to geological strata, to
the innards of an interior wall. ‘Borborgysmus’ similarly, with its addition of Ryeland
wool, from local sheep, and oak. Together they bring the outside into the gallery space,
embedding the context of the Yorkshire Sculpture Park in the exhibition, just as
Hendry’s studio objects are born into the silicone corpse of ‘Slacker’. All three works
also gesture outwards, questioning the boundaries of the gallery space as they
publicise the stuff of their own insides.
In all this, we can begin to see the weighty ideas that Hendry’s engaged with: the role of
art and its relation to the community; geology, the anthropocene, and the environment;
the body, in public and private; the structures and systems in and through which we
live, consciously and unconsciously. It’s an exciting set of work, with intimate wit and
serious ambition—which like the soft ticking of Slacker, only underlines the size of the
thing in movement.

Published on 8 October 2019
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Holly Hendry
Interview by David McLeavy
Holly Hendry’s work uses a sculptural language to investigate ideas on scale, space and weight. Hendry
often large scale sculptures envelope the audience and arrest them with their physicality.
Scale seems to be very important within your work. Why is it that your work is of such big scale?
My work employs and sometimes exploits the language of architecture and building so it is important
that the work can use that level of scale, something much bigger than your body that is materially
overwhelming. I usually combine that idea of function with something quite ridiculous. These
techniques are used to draw attention to the functional aspects of the spaces that we use all the time,
how these walls we build then become a sort of physical script that conditions the way we move and
http://youngartistsinconversation.co.uk/Holly-Hendry
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I
THE VIEW
‘Homeostasis’ by Holly
Hendry, 2014. Courtesy
Sharjah Art Foundation

VARIOUS SITES, SHARJAH

FROM
SHARJAH
Just before Art Dubai got into full swing,
Laura Egerton camped out at the Sharjah’s
March Meeting (March 13-16) – the
Gulf’s leading forum of art and ideas – and
returned with a report from the podium

want people to keep coming back!’ said Sheikha Hoor
Al-Qasimi, President of the Sharjah Art Foundation
(SAF) at this year’s March Meeting. Prescient words,
we say, because there’s fresh energy at play in the
creative output of the esteemed foundation – spurred
on, no doubt, by this more than capable individual.
Al-Qasimi, together with Jack Persekian, was behind the
formation of the March Meeting back in 2008 and this researchfocused forum continues to attract leading artworld professionals to
Sharjah every year.
Familiar faces from the region took to the podium at this year’s
forum. Resilience and humour came from Christine Tohme, the
founder of Ashkal Alwan and Home Works in Lebanon (a similarly
forward-thinking art forum established in 1994); one-liners from
sparky Sarah Rifky co-founder of Beirut, a non-profit space in Cairo
under the premise of ‘institution building as a curatorial act’ (read
our report on Beirut on page 85). ‘I like being on panel discussions
because people tell me what I am and what I do,’ said Rifky. ‘I don’t
know myself.’ Rasha Salti and Kristine Khouri presented their joint
research on a nearly forgotten exhibition that took place in Beirut in
1978, In Solidarity with Palestine, the archives of which will form an
exhibition next year at the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art.
Such regional heavyweights were juxtaposed with curatorial
voices from across the globe. Noteworthy amongst these was
Doryun Chong, recently appointed chief curator at the M+ in Hong
Kong, a new museum-in-the-making that will be of a similar
footprint to New York’s MOMA. Rodrigo Moura, deputy director
of art and cultural programmes at Insituto Inhotim, presented the
institute’s innovative agenda for commissioning site-specific work
around its sprawling botanical gardens in southeast Brazil.
Evidently, the artists that presented during the March Meeting
will be producing work for Sharjah Biennial 12, which returns to
the Emirate in March next year. Prevalent themes included
MAY-JUNE 2014
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(Left) Basel Abbas
and Ruanne
Abou-Rahme,
‘The Incidental
Insurgents: The
Part About The
Bandits, Chapter
2’, 2013. Image
courtesy of the
artists and Carroll/
Fletcher
(Right) Christine
Tohme and Ahmed
Ghossein in
discussion. Image
courtesy of Sharjah
Art Foundation

responses to place and language (Hassan Khan, Iman Issa); the
character of the artist, or ‘artist as bandit’ (Basel Abbas and Ruanne
Abou-Rahme); artist as actor (Nikhail Chopra) and a discussion of
how the artist’s studio becomes theatre in its own right (Adrian
Villar Rojas).
Insightful additions came from artist Julie Mehretu talking about
the act of drawing everyday, the studio as a place of retreat and
mark-making as an act of resistance.
Ayreen Anastas and Rene Gabri
spoke on art as a reflection of work
and the pressured urgency of
producing an object that will sell – a
rare mention of the market at the
Meeting this year, but relevant given
that the majority of artists we heard
from would be selling at Art Dubai a
few days later.
This, however, identifies the
character of Sharjah. As Dr Samia
Rab declared in an illuminating
session on architectural
conservation: ‘Sharjah used
education to delve into the desert’.
Today, with no commercial galleries
but twenty museums, Sharjah asserts
itself as a necessary space for
investigation, debate and art
production in the region.
Each morning during the March
Meeting, we arrived on site to find
workmen busy assembling pipes and
pillows in a courtyard space close to the talks. By the final day we
realised it was one of seven March Projects, commissioned to
coincide with the Meeting, coming to life – ‘Homeostatis’ by Holly
Hendry, a graduate of the Slade School of Fine Art, London where
Al-Qasimi had previously studied. With a view of the Iranian
mosque behind it, snaking its way between old wind towers and
new concrete walls, the sculpture brought synergy to its surrounding environment.
To coincide with this year’s meeting, Al-Qasimi also curated six

solo exhibitions around the city, which continue until June 13. The
largest of these is in Bait Al Serkal, featuring 200 works by Susan
Hefuna situated within the interior of this historically significant
building (Sharjah’s first hospital). The show spans Hefuna’s career
and her preoccupations with heritage, surveillance and the female.
Two of the solos feel like new discoveries: a long-overdue
investigation into the work of Pakistan-born British artist Rasheed
Araeen and the late Dagestani artist
Eduard Puterbrot. Al-Qasimi spoke
warmly of her time with Emirati
Abdullah Al Saadi in Khorfakkan,
whose deeply personal works have
been in progress for years ahead of
his current solo show in Sharjah. To
co-incide with the opening of his
exhibition in Sharjah, Wael Shawky
presented a breathtaking
re-examination of his project
Dictums, commissioned in 2011 and
a highlight of the 2013 Sharjah
Biennial, in which 32 performers of
Pakistan’s devotional Qawwali
music turned excerpts from the
Biennial press release into songs.
These exhibitions demonstrate
SAF’s commitment to long-term
dialogues with artists and how it is
encouraging these artists to have
sustained engagements with the city.
Similarly, these shows are
indicative of the overriding themes
that ran throughout activities in Sharjah this March – a review of
the city’s past successes, reflecting on decisions to re-show, re-curate
and re-evaluate. This was, perhaps, all for the benefit of Eungie Joo,
the curator of next year’s Sharjah Biennial, as she warms up on the
region. ‘I’m an outsider, I don’t know what this place is,’ said Joo.
‘It is an important time to think about new art world centres,’
she said. ‘How do you position your locality in a world that is
getting smaller and smaller?’
sharjahart.org

‘HOW DO YOU
POSITION YOUR
LOCALITY IN A
WORLD THAT
IS GETTING
SMALLER AND
SMALLER?’
- Eungie Joo, curator of Sharjah Biennial 12

(Left) Khristine Khouri and Rasha Salti
discussing their joint research project
(Above) ‘4 Women 4 Views’ by Susan Hefuna.
(Right) ‘Stone Slippers (Al Zannoba)’, 2013, by
Emirati artist Abdullah Al Saadi.
All images courtesy of Sharjah Art Foundation
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